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Explanation of our program 

During the last year, one of the issues that has plagued the global political 
spectrum has been the prevalence of unsubstantiated news reporting. Though 
there has been a wide push for journalistic integrity and rigor to intensify, still 
we’ve seen that unsubstantiated or misleading news has made its way into social 
circles including online media locations, such as Twitter and Facebook. This 
project is our naive approach to understanding patterns in news which would be 
indicative of a false article, which builds upon features extracted from the corpus 
to essentially draw a line in the sand between news articles that have been 
deemed substantiated. We hope that you like what we’ve done, but we would like 
to remind you all that this is a closed environment test, and as such is biased due 
to some data being orthogonal between real vs. fake datasets. 



Program flow 
●  Scraping and cleaning of data 
●  Feature engineering 
●  Maximum entropy model learning of body textual content 
●  Maximum entropy model learning of head textual content 
●  Maximum entropy Frankenstein model (original) 
●  Feature extraction 
●  Psuedo maximum entropic classifiers run through neural network 
●  Gradient Boost scoring of final extracted features across all documents 
●  Evaluation of real vs. fake accuracy 
●  Data insight gathering 



Scraping the data and data cleaning 

Extracted the Fake News data from Kaggle and the real news data from 
TheGuardian API. 

Dropped the irrelevant News sections and retained news articles on US news, 
Business, Politics & World News and converted it to .csv format. 

Data preprocessing:  
1. dropped irrelevant columns such as urls, likes and shares info etc. 
2. removed stop words and high bias word like guardian and the guardian etc. 
3. Performed lemmatization to bring the word to their basic form 

Merged the Fake News and Real News into a csv with an additional Fakeness 
column. 



Feature Engineering 
Jaccard Similarity: It calculates the overlap between the headline and body of the 
news article. 

Sentiment Feature: It calculates the polarity scores of headline and body using 
Vader(Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner) sentiment analyzer. 

Named Entity similarity feature: It calculates the cosine similarity between the 
counts of the named entities from the Headline and Body. 

Polarity feature: It indicates the polarity of headline and body towards refuting 
words like ‘fraud’, ‘hoax’, ‘debunks’, ‘denies’. 

Miscellaneous features: it’s the counts of various chargrams and n-grams that are 
occurring in the headline and body. 
 



Maximum Entropy Classifier 



Maximum Entropy Results 

To the left you’ll see body content 

 

 

 

To the right, you’ll see headline content 



Perceptron Classifier 



Perceptron Results 

To the left, you’ll see the body content 
 
 
 
 

To the right, you’ll see the headline content 



Baselines and Improvements 

Baseline is running Gradient Boosting Classifiers with just the features extracted 
in Feature Engineering.  
The Baseline has F1 Score= 81.8% and Accuracy= 81.82%. 
We found  



Few More Approaches with TF-IDF Features: 
 We then tried with TF-IDF as Feature Vectors for logistic regression classifier and 

Gradient Boosting Classifier. And then combined them with extracted features from 
Feature Engineering. Below are the results for the same 

GB With only TF-IDF GB With TF-IDF + 
extracted Features 

Logistic Regression with 
only TF-IDF 

Logistic Regression 
with TFIDF + 
extracted  Features 



Neural Network design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Runtime for total neural network to train: 

Approximately 2 to 2.5 hours 

Body Data Headline & Body 
Data Headline Data 

Maxent 
Model 

Maxent 
Model 

Feature Extraction 

Gradient 
Boost 

Classification 



Gradient Boosting Classifier 
It is a classifier which produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of 
weak prediction models in a forward stage-wise fashion. 

At each stage 
1. It computes the residual error (loss function e.g Mean Square error) 
2. Learn to predict the residual  
3. Combines (adds) the new model with the predecessor weak model  
 
The classifier can be tuned by parameters like  
n_estimators : The number of boosting stages to perform. 
loss : loss function to be optimized. 
learning_rate  : There is a trade-off between learning_rate and n_estimators. 

 

 

 

 

 



Gradient Boosting Classifier results 

With One Fold For Complete Dataset 



Real News Weights for Body 



Real News Weights Overview 



Fake News Weights for Body 



Fake News Weights Overview 



Entire Corpus Weights 



Resources 
 Vader Feature: http://comp.social.gatech.edu/papers/icwsm14.vader.hutto.pdf 

       http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.sentiment.html 

Jaccard Similarity: 
http://www.iaeng.org/publication/IMECS2013/IMECS2013_pp380-384.pdf 
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/1554/884e643d811c0a3933ea22d6995afc63e912.pdf 

Gradient Boosting Classifier: 
http://blog.kaggle.com/2017/01/23/a-kaggle-master-explains-gradient-boosting/ 

 

Other References: 
A simple but tough-to-beat baseline for the Fake News Challenge stance detection task 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.03264v1.pdf 

Fake News Detection using Stacked Ensemble of Classifiers: 
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W17-4214 

 

 
 



Continued.. 
RNNs for Stance Detection between News Articles  
https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/reports/2757443.pdf 

Stance Detection for the Fake News Challenge: Identifying Textual Relationships 
with Deep Neural Nets 
https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/reports/2757443.pdf 
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Overview
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× Humans have the cognitive ability to differentiate 
between writing styles of various authors.

× Previous work has been done on authorship 
attrition for books and long texts.

× We focus on shorter writing samples gathered 
through social media

Overview
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2.
Motivation
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× Detect social media hacking activity.

× Establish the credibility of a source.

× Identifying anonymous negative phenomenon 
(bullying)

Applications
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3.
Data
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× Comments v.s. Posts bias

× VRCkid (aka Sahil) and other top redditors that he 
interacts with

× PRAW - Python Reddit API Wrapper

× Removed empty comments and edge cases

Collection & Cleaning
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4.
Method
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× Counts the usage of vocabulary

× Decide features (bag of word)

× Use logistic regression to train and test

× 76% accuracy

Word Frequency
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× Using unsupervised learning to capture 
distinctiveness in sentence structure.

× Tokenize words and sentences, focus on lexical 
features and punctuation style of text

× Word density, vocabulary diversity and 
punctuation placement

× Use clustering to find natural groupings, predict 
using a KMeans cluster ~ 69%

Lexical KMeans
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× Views the text as a sequence of characters

× Use N-gram to extract data

× Select top N-gram

× 77% Accuracy

Character N-gram
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× Supervised learning combined with n-gram 
stylometric analysis

× Split data into training and verification, compute a 
specific threshold for the given user, derive user 
profile by extracting n-grams. 

× Divide the verification user data into p blocks of 
characters of the same size

× Calculate the percentage of unique n-gram shared 
by blocks and the training set

× Block p is said to be a genuine sample of user if the 
percentage of unique n-grams shared by a block is 
greater than threshold value specified for the user

Author Verification for Short Messages
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× Analyze Syntactic information

× Author may subconsciously make  similar phrase 
structure.

× Pick the most frequently used structures as 
features

Parts of Speech
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× Multi-layered classifier simulating a neural net 

× 5 input nodes where the final layer uses majority 
vote from the middle layer vector to classify

× Focus on strengths and weakness for each of the 5 
classifiers

× Accuracy ~80%

Master Classifier
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5.
Future Work
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× Expand features to include semantic analysis and 
other external non-language data points

× Explore different social media datasets

× Build tooling to measure real world success

Extension
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Questions?
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Capture Discriminative 

Attributes
SemEval 2018 Task 10

By Yucheng Jiang



Background

 State of art semantic models do an excellent job at detecting semantic 

similarity. For example, calculating cosine similarity between two word 

vectors. 

 Such model will be able to tell that cappuccino, espresso and americano 

are similar to each other. However, it cannot predict semantic differences 

between words. 

 If you can tell that americano is similar to cappuccino and espresso but you 

can't tell the difference between them, you don't know what americano is. 

As a consequence, any semantic model that is only good at similarity 

detection will be of limited practical use.



Introduction

 The goal of my research is to build a model to extract sematic difference. 

To be more specific, the model is able to predict whether a word is a 

discriminative attribute between two other words. 

 The model takes a triple like apple, banana, red and then determine 

whether it exemplifies a semantic difference or not. 

word1            word2           word3            output

apple banana red                  True

teeth              tongue          white               True

banana          cucumber     long               False



Data
Training data: contains 17782 

automatically generated 

training examples with a total 

of 1292 distinct features. 

Validation data: contains 
2722 manually curated 

examples with a total of 576 

distinct features.



Approach

 Build a binary classifier 

 Sources of features:

1. Google word2vec

2. Wordnet

3. Corpus in NLTK

 Machine learning algorithms:

1. SVM

2. Logistic Regression

3. Decision Tree



Features 
cosine similarity 

 If one word is the feature of another word, they are more likely to share

same context.



Features
cosine similarity 

 I also tried to use Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance as features.

SVM Logistic Regression Decision Tree

Cosine similarity 55.9% 48.7% 51.9%

Euclidean 53.4% 49.2% 50.3%

Manhattan 53.2% 48.2% 50.2%



Features
Path similarity in wordnet

 Each word has different senses in wordnet. Banana has two senses:

 Each pair of senses have a path similarity in wordnet

 I tried to use first, maximum, minimum 

and average path similarities as

features. Accuracy is around 50%.



Features
Definitions in wordnet

 There are definitions for some of senses in wordnet.

 Check if the attribute exist in the definitions of first two words. 

 E.g. for triple banana, apple, yellow, “yellow” exists in the definitions of 

banana, but not in the definitions of apple.

 However, only a small subset of attributes of a word will appear in its 

definitions

 Slightly improve the performance.



Features
PMI

 Using Brown corpus and Gutenberg Corpus in NLTK to calculate 3 PMI 

scores for each triple.

 We also want to know given a word, the chances that feature appears in 

its context.

e.g.    P(red|apple)= P(apple, red)/P(apple)

 Slightly improved the performance



Evaluation

 After plenty of experiments, I chose 9 features:                                 

cos(word1, word2), cos(word1, word3), cos(word2, word3), 

cos(word1,word3)/cos(word1,word2), count_in_definitions(word1, word3), 

count_in_definitions(word2, word3), P(word1|word2), P(word3|word1), 

P(word3|word2).

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score

SVM 56.06% 55.53% 61.80% 58.50%

Decision Tree 54.52% 55.01% 50.73% 52.78%

Logistic 51.10% 51.25% 49.49% 50.35%



Reference 

 Cree, George S and McRae, Ken, 2003, Analyzing the factors underlying 

the structure and computation of the meaning of chipmunk, cherry, chisel, 

cheese, and cello (and many other such concrete nouns)., American 

Psychological Association

 Lazaridou, Angeliki and Pham, Nghia The and Baroni, Marco, 2016, The red 

one!: On learning to refer to things based on their discriminative properties

 McRae, Ken and Cree, George S and Seidenberg, Mark S and McNorgan, 

Chris, 2005, Semantic feature production norms for a large set of living and 

nonliving things, Behavior research methods, Springer
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Task: SemEval 2018-Affect in Tweets

- Subtask 1: Detecting Emotion Intensity (regression)
- Given a tweet and an emotion E (anger, fear, joy, or sadness)
- Determine the intensity of emotion E represented in the tweets

- Subtask 2: Ordinal classification
- Similar to subtask 1 but return intensity as ordinal-level of [0,1,2,3]



Training Data

- Training set from organizer of SemEval 2018
- 7k labeled tweets for each task, including overlaps
- Around 2k labeled tweets for each emotion

- Training set from crawling tweets
- 180k unlabeled tweets
- Later labeled by bootstrap regressor to increase dataset size



Iteration 1: BOW, Ngram, Word2Vec Features

- The model in iteration 1 only contained bag of word, ngram or 
word embedding features, mutually exclusive.

- Word embedding feature from word2vec implementation in 
modeling toolkit Gensim

- Using mean of the word embedding vector as feature of word2vec
- Accuracy is low, around 25% (slightly better than random)
- At this point, we were thinking about using three 

classifier(regressor), each for one feature.



Iteration 2: Using Glove, Only Considering 
Emotion Lexicons

- Replacing Gensim’s Word2Vec with Glove, a pre-trained word 
embedding model 

- Using NRC-Emotion-Lexicon, a dataset of existence of 
emotions(We used anger, fear, sadness, joy, positive and negative) 
in around 13000 English words

- Only consider word embeddings of emotional lexicons in our 
tweets during training

- Using LinearSVC classifier and LinearSVR regressor
- Average Pearson Correlation score of around 0.17 for all emotions 



Iteration 3: Feature Union, Emotion Lexicon 
Features

- Maybe having too little features is why our accuracy is low
- Using ngram, word embedding of all words in the tweet, and 

feature matrix of emotion lexicon as features
- Increased correlation drastically to around 0.32, with the best 

correlation of 0.37 for emotion joy



Iteration 4: Spacy Stopwords, Emotional Lexicon for 
Hashtags and Neural Networks

- Recalled preprocessing is also an important step we are missing
- Used SpacyNLP’s solution to remove all stop words from the 

tweets, before feature extraction
- Included feature matrix of emotion lexicon for hashtags, which has 

intensity data of the lexicons
- Used neural network as our classifier/regressor instead of 

LinearSVC/LinearSVR
- Preprocessing boosted the average by around 4~5 percent
- Changing to neural network boosted the average to over 0.45, 

with the max correlation being over 0.60



Iteration 5: Additional Tweets

- Starting from iteration 3, we also considered having too little a 
dataset(less than 2k tweets for each emotion) is a flaw of our 
system

- Created a multi-thread tweet crawler that uses multiple instances 
of Twitter Streaming API to collect tweets with different keywords

- Collected around 180k tweets with obvious emotion lexicons as 
keywords

- Using our previous model in iteration 4 to label our new tweets 
and retrain the model with new tweets and old tweets

- Boosted Correlation only slightly, around 3 percent



Conclusion/Future Works

Conclusion:

- It is often good to have more features
- Bring more noisy data in may not increase accuracy

Future Work:

- We attempted a mechanism that learns lexicon from the inputted 
tweets by including words that has close distance to known 
emotional lexicons in the word embedding vector space

- Could improve accuracy if completed, since our emotional lexicon 
dataset is pre-trained 

- Maybe other hyperparameters for classifiers/regressor would 
work better



Analyzing Twitter Sentiment of President Trump to Predict the 
Stock Market.

Young Sur, Vibhor Mishra



Introduction
● President Trump loves to make public announcements through his twitter 

account

● Whole world is paying attention 

● Trump uses his tweets to manipulate or scare companies

● Companies fear his tweets would negatively affect their stock price

● We want to investigate using  sentiment classifiers



Components 
● Data Collection

○ Twitter API add-on on Google Sheets 

○ Archive of Trump’s Tweets at www.trumptwitterarchive.com

○ Historical Stock Price archive www.nasdaq.com

● Programming

○ Python

○ Google Sheets Regex 

http://www.trumptwitterarchive.com
http://www.nasdaq.com


Training Data 
● Total of 10,000 random tweets written in English

● 5,000 Positive 5,000 Negative

● Emojis:

○ Positive Tweet: �       

○ Negative Tweet:   � � ☹� 

● Cleaned the data by removing 

○ Stop words 

○ URLs

○ Hashtags 

○ Account name

○ Punctuations 



Testing Data 
● President Trump’s tweets from Nov/08/2016 to Nov/08/2017 

● 30 tweets containing company names listed on the stock market

● Stock prices of companies mentioned in Trump’s tweets

● Considered difference in Opening and Closing price of the day company was 

mentioned



Classifiers 
● Maximum Entropy

○ Feature: bag-of-word

○ Binary Classification: positive or negative

● Perceptron

○ Feature: bag-of-word

○ Binary Classification: positive or negative

● Naive-Bayes 

○ Feature: bag-of-word

○ Binary Classification: positive or negative



Analysis 
  

Classifier Naive Bayes Maxent Perceptron

Training Data 74% 69% 54%

Test Data 60% 68% 47%

Stock Data 34% 45% 34%



Analysis 
 



Findings 
● There seems to be no correlation between Trump’s tweets and stock prices 

● Good example is company named Carrier 

● From Nov/24/2016 to Dec/01/2016, Trump tweeted positively about the Carrier 

almost every day. 



Probable reasons why Maxent outperformed others
● Considers interlinking of features.

● Non Linear.

● It maximizes the log likelihood of training data.

● Best for in-domain testing.

❖ Possible Drawback- It may overfit training data, accuracy in training data way 

more than that in testing data.



Little more on Analysis -
● Does ignoring punctuation improve our classification? 

          Yes , But only slightly 

● Does ignoring URLs and usernames improve our classification?

         Again not a drastic improvement

● Does ignoring common words unrelated to sentiment improve our classification?

        Reasonable improvement in performance



Reasons for low accuracy on tweets -
● Length of tweet too small, average tweet length is 28 characters., our data set had 

5.4 words per tweet.

● Words are usually misspelled, ex-  nice written as niceeeee .

● Many tweets don’t convey sentiment like “just tried chicken tikka today “. 

● Informal way of communication, high use of english slangs.

● Sarcasm used more often here than in other social media.



Whats Next?
● Same study with tweets of all politicians or even all twitter users.

● Need Named Entity Recognition (NER) for finding company names in tweets. 

● Due to the informal nature of tweets, it is very difficult to perform NER to find 

company names. 

● Would need to build a custom NER for the task.

● Would need to investigate better classifiers or training data to improve accuracy. 
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